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he following individuals and organizations were participants in the
rio grande vega lands master Plan process:
City of Laredo, Texas:
Elected Oficials:
mayor raul g. salinas
mike garza, district i
Hector “tito” garcia, district ii
dr. michael landeck, district iii
*Johnny amaya/Juan narvaez,
district iv
Johnny rendon, district v
gene Belmares, district vi
*Juan chavez/Jose a. valdez Jr.,
district vii
*Juan ramirez/cynthia liendo
espinoza, district viii
* indicates a change in council
members during the project

City Staff:
carlos villareal, city manager
cynthia collazo, deputy city
manager
Horacio deleon, asst. city
manager
Jesus olivares, asst. city manager
veronica r. cantu, legislative
liaison
Xochitl mora garcia, Public info.
Oficer
riazul mia, director, environmental services dept.
miguel Pescador, director, Parks
and recreation

John Porter, Project manager,
environmental services dept.
U.S. Representative:
Henry roberto cuellar, U.s.
congressman
U.S. Customs & Border Patrol:
carlos X. carrillo, laredo
chief Border Patrol agent
IBWC:
carlos marine, commissioner
silverio garza, Project manager
steve smullen, chief engineer
gilbert anaya, gis coordinator
rong kuo, civil engineer
raymundo aguirre
Jose nunez
richard Peace
manuel rubeo
Brad sargent
sally spener
Mexican Section, IBWC:
arturo Herrera, commissioner
david negrete arroyos, nuevo
Laredo Ofice Representative
armando reyes
enrique munoz
Vega Land Master Plan Blue
Ribbon Committee Members:
margarita araiza, Brc chairwoman
Betsy gill

daniel rodriguez
david newman
dr. ramon dovalina
dr. James earhart
dr. ray keck
gayle aker rodriguez
Jack sunesun
les norton
miguel conchas
rafael torres
ricardo de anda
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i n t r o d U c t i o n

L

aredo was founded on the north bank of the rio grande

on may 15, 1755 when captain tomás sánchez, with three
families, was granted permission to settle 15 leagues of land
near an indian ford on the rio grande. the area’s development,
from a small spanish settlement to a bustling metropolitan city,
is evident in its urban landscape and 1881 marked the transformation of laredo from a villa to a booming “gateway” city with
the arrival of the railroads and bridges. laredo became a major
thoroughfare for trade between the United states and mexico
and has been a well known point for crossing the rio grande.
the river provided a way of life for the settlers through its fertile

river valleys and its afluent sources of food. The banks were
rich with sandstone, lime and mud, durable materials all of
which contributed to the border’s unique architectural legacy. Known today as the city under seven lags, Laredo has
emerged as the principal port of entry into mexico and the
second fastest growing city in the nation. its continual growth
and expansion in size and infrastructure have caused the
physical connection between the city and river to weaken,
however, limiting access to and along the riverfront. the rio
grande makes laredo the city it is, culturally, historically, and
politically, and without it, things wouldn’t be the same. this
wonderful relationship between city and river is a limited opportunity and all should be done to embrace its existence.
existing site Photos
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i n t r o d U c t i o n
in early 2005, the city of laredo began its rio grande vega
lands master Plan project and accepted proposals from qualiied irms until Friday January 13, 2006. The Master Plan consists
of approximately two and a half miles of rio grande riverfront
and will guide the long-term development of a regional, innerconnected system of parks, greenways and nature trails. it not
only identiies opportunities for parks and nature trails, but exhibits creative and integral solutions that bring together recreational, social, economic, environmental and educational opportunities along the river Vega while speciically enhancing downtown
economic development.

I

n t e r a c t

the rio grande river was designated as an american Heritage river by executive order in 1997. the natural beauty of
the river remains hidden due to dense brush and inaccessibility. the city proposes to reveal the beauty of the river with
preservation-minded development such as el Portal riverfront
development Project and includes necessary infrastructure
improvements to facilitate pedestrian and automobile access. Speciic examples include motorized access along
santa Ursula from iH 35 and pedestrian destinations such as
a riverfront promenade connecting public plazas. overall,
the project will promote tourism, job creation and downtown
revitalization.
visioning example Photos
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v i s i o n

&

g o a l s

L

aredo and the rio grande have been woven together

throughout their known history. they are essential and elemental to each other, as one is not the same without the other.
now, as laredo has grown to a city of over 230,000, as the
edge of its downtown brushes against the river, as pressures and
misconceptions about the border mount up daily, the time has
come for laredo to manifest both its history and its future with
the rio grande.
the vision for the vega lands starts with the name for the green
swath along the river. “vega” is translated as the forested
banks along a river. in semi-arid south texas, vegas are landmarks, symbolize water, and are the connective fabric between
communities. the vega along the rio grande always has been
special, because there is no other large river for many miles.
now, the rio grande is an international border, replete with the
concerns and demands of 2 sovereign nations, and over 1.5 million people live on its banks in texas.

E

X P l o r e
the vision continues with the modern-day position of
laredo. nafta has transformed the city into one of the
nation’s largest inland ports. the resulting growth has brought
both prosperity and pressures to the community. the prosperity is in terms of business, opportunity, and growth. the
pressures are on image of the community, quality of life for its
residents, and vibrancy to keep the town viable as a community for people.

visioning example Photos
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v i s i o n

&

g o a l s

laredo’s nexus is downtown, which in turn is a stone’s throw from
this national and historical thread, the rio grande. laredo was
founded because of a ford in the river. after the state of texas
broke away from mexico, the rio grande marked the boundary between both countries. laredo’s mexican counterpart,
“nuevo laredo” (new laredo), was then established and serves
today as mexico’s busiest inland port. the rio grande was part
of everyday life, the scene of special events, and the backdrop
for laredo’s growth. the downtown with its historic districts and
retail districts recalls history and shows current day prosperity…..
but now largely ignores the rio grande.

this master Plan seeks to do what other locales have done
with their riverfronts across the world. Speciic to Laredo, the
essential goals are to:

the vision for the vega lands master Plan is to reconnect laredo

•determine the best use of the riverfront

with its raison d’être; bring downtown back to the river; take the

•Provide the setting and infrastructure for unique and de-

irst steps to celebrate the Rio Grande as a river, not as a border;

sirable development that enhances laredo’s economic

marry the draw of downtown to the natural fascination of the

position

water’s edge; contrast the urban with the natural; and make the
rio grande riverfront something to enjoy, not hide.

G

•improve circulation
•address border security pressures

a t H e r

visioning example Photos
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m a s t e r

T

P l a n

he rio grande vega lands master Plan project area lies

between the kcs railroad Bridge and the kcs railyard. the
implementation of the recommended master plan to achieve
the primary goals of the project will involve the restoration of
some elements, the re-programming of others, and the creation
of completely new improvements. the primary goals of the plan
are as follows:
•minimize the distance between the river and downtown
and enhance their connection with one another;
•increase border security and safety in a way that will not
seal the river off from the rest of the city;

D

i s c o v e r
•create view sheds from downtown to the river for visual
enhancement and attraction;
•improve transportation and circulation along the river
front while promoting a pedestrian friendly atmosphere;
•restore natural habitat and improve pedestrian and vehicular patrol navigation in las Palmas;
•revitalize existing park space without losing its identity in
an urban environment, and create viable new park
spaces where appropriate.

visioning example Photos
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W

r e c o m m e n d a t i o n s

ith the adoption of the master plan, the city now looks

ahead to implementing the vega lands master Plan. as part of
the city’s team for developing the master plan, Jacobs carter
Burgess offers this look ahead to individual tasks and projects that
will culminate in redeveloping laredo’s riverfront. these tasks
and projects are grouped together in approximate chronological
order:
Potential next steps:
•gain assurance of the disposition of the Border fence:
the city has to gain assurance of the form of the Border fence.
this assurance has to include funding commitments acceptable
able to the city to offset border infrastructure-related improve-

R

e l a X
ments that address security concerns. this assurance also has
to include a guarantee that the Border fence will not be built
if the vega lands improvements are implemented.
•sediment transport study to ascertain sediment loads within
the river and determine sensitivity of river proiles during the
widening.
•Obtain Federal funding commitments suficient to pay for a
signiicant portion of the project.
•determine local funding sources for the project.

visioning example Photos
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f U t U r e

r e c o m m e n d a t i o n s

•Conirm support from Nuevo Laredo for the project. This will be
important to gaining iBwc approval.
•design, permitting, and construction of the public improvements for the rio grande vega lands.
•development of the convention center at the upstream end
of the project. this project forms one of the vibrancy generators for the rio grande riverfront.
Potential long term steps:
•Parking study in the downtown area: during the master plan
process, parking in the downtown area arose as a signiicant

•relocation of the Zacate creek wwtP is an important step to
increasing the developability of the riverfront east of downtown.

issue. due to the number of adverse viewpoints based upon
anecdotes and special interests, we recommend a study of the

•market feasibility study of the kcs railyard property, in the

parking need vs. availability in the downtown area with the aim

event that the yard moves to take advantage of the new rail

of having adequate parking available throughout downtown.

facilities crossing into mexico. the adaptive use of the existing
buildings and the redevelopment of this property along the

•design and construction of the upramp that connects the
lower terrace to interstate 35.

front development.

•ascertain direction of the outlet mall properties and existing
underutilized hotel.

river potentially offers a good long-term opportunity for river-

C

•Extension of Springield and construction of rail underpass. This
is an important step to tying the kcs rail property into the arte-

e l e B r a t e

rial network of laredo.

visioning example Photos
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B U d g e t

A

true capital improvements Plan (ciP) is typically indexed
to funding sources. Because funding sources are undetermined
at this point, it is dificult to write a true CIP for the City of Laredo.
in understanding the construction standards and techniques, it is
important to understand that some Phases of development happen prior to other construction Phases so little impacts to existing projects can be achieved. a ciP would typically take into
account multi-year spending on identiied projects. Due to the
uncertainty of funding and in order for the city to better understand and work for an achievable goal certain Phases may be
taken out of the initial order proposed. These justiications for
the order of phases are as follows:
Phase 1 is the primary phase that begins the vega lands
project. it is the phase that starts to create the vision of reconnecting the river to the city and includes major river improve-

P r o J e c t i o n

ments such as the dredging and re-structuring of the
rio grande itself. in order to advocate the loss of
existing parking, it would be necessary to also include a parking garage to house the lost parking spaces. it is important to
attend to these major projects irst and foremost because they
address the primary concerns for reconnecting the existing
riverfront to the city and are the basis for the entire project
design. once completed, this phase will serve as the future
foundation for construction of additional phases.
Phase 2 consists of an upper pedestrian promenade
that will create a sense of revitalization along water street as
well as improved access from downtown laredo to the riverfront. this promenade structure overlooks the remaining riverfront lands that will, through additional phases (Phase 3), be a
pedestrian dominate plaza. once complete the upper

PHases

color coded graphic of suggested Project Phases
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promenade will provide additional parking underneath its structure. this parking area will also help to reclaim the removal
of riverfront parking spaces due to the widening of the river in
Phase 1. once both parking structures (from Phases 1 and 2) are
constructed, parking will be plentiful yet obscure, allowing for a
more eficient use of space along the riverfront.
Phase 3 involves merging the gap between Phases
1 and 2 by providing a pedestrian dominate atmosphere to
the adjacent riverfront and improving vehicular circulation by
way of a realigned River Road. Once the irst three phases are
constructed, the western riverfront can provide the city with a
great entertainment district as well as a potential site for a future
convention center allowing laredo to celebrate its location and
culture along the rio grande.
Phase 4 involves the installation of a pedestrian-friendly
park space, los dos Puentes Park, along the riverfront, directly
adjacent to Phase 3. the extension of river road through los
dos Puentes Park, will allow for easy monitoring, installing a
general sense of safety to all visitors. this park will replace the
existing heavily used los dos laredos Park and will serve as an
attractive and inviting connective space from laredo’s west riverfront, east to las Palmas. one of the biggest challenges that
all phases will face is the need of access to the riverfront. continuation and installation of the future i-35 downramp will provide
a gateway to the park (and riverfront as a whole) and provide a
direct entry so that access will no longer be an issue.
Phase 5 entails the transition of Phase 4 program elements into las Palmas, along the east end of the project limits.
in this phase, circulation throughout the wooded park will be
greatly improved due to an enhanced wayinding and educa-

tional signage system for pedestrians, as well as a more
direct safety-monitoring route for the Border Patrol. the
added ability for a patrol-capable hike and bike trail will create
a more inviting space for pedestrians and complete one of the
project’s goals of a continuous patrol route, so that all visitors
can safely experience the entire project from one end of the
riverfront to the other.
Phase 6 directly addresses future vehicular circulation
both east (across Zacate creek) and north. though critical, this
is suggested as a inal phase due to the large amount of infrastructure it entails. an upramp will provide an exit from the riverfront, back to i-35, providing vehicles with a direct means of access, which otherwise would only be available at the west end
from river road. future connection east across Zacate creek is
crucial in strengthening laredo riverfront’s east/west connection
which is currently scarce. this phase will also encourage future
design development in areas such as the kansas city southern
railyard, further improving the riverfront community.
Budget Projection of Phases:

RIo GRAndE VEGA LAndS EXECUTIVE SUMMARy • sePtemBer 2008

Phase 1: $15,835,366.50
Phase 2: $9,115,751.00
Phase 3: $9,785,259.72
Phase 4: $9,733,346.67
Phase 5: $753,200.00
Phase 6: $4,701,500.00
Phases Subtotal: $49,924,423.89
30% Contingency: $14,977,327.17
design and Permitting (12%): $7,807,680.65
Grand Total: $72,709,431.71
Note: Phase Prices Based on Budget Prepared in December 2006
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P r o J e c t i o n

funding sources:

M

ajor projects such as the vega lands require multiple

for more information about PPP’s, we urge you to

funding sources for completion. the requirement to revitalize

consult the ten Principles for successful Public/Private Partner-

older urban areas and to take advantage of underused assets

ships, published by the Urban land institute, and found at

often require “creative alliances” between governmental enti-

www.uli.org.

ties, private developers, nonproit associations, and communitybased organizations. Such partnerships relect the many appealing aspects of the vega lands project.
A full inancial plan is in development. Potential funding sources
for the implementation of the vega lands Project include:
local funds through a bond program, public improvement district (PID), or tax increment inancing district (TIF)
federal grants through:
department of Homeland security
international Boundary water commission
environmental Protection agency
economic development administration
community development Block grants
Public/Private Partnerships (PPP)
Private sector development of adjacent properties
indeed, the fastest growing arena for the use of PPP’s is urban
economic development. a full discussion of the potential application of a PPP to the vega lands cannot be discussed here.
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Rio Grande Vega Lands - Master Plan
Estimate of Phase 1 Construction Costs
Review & Recommendations by Jacobs Preconstruction Management, St. Louis, MO
February 12, 2009

Phase 1: Water Street / Upper Plaza / Underground Parking

Master Plan Estimate
UOM
AC

Water Street Pavement Improvements

1,800

LF

$195.00

$351,000.00

$200.00

$

River Road Realignment

3,000

LF

$195.00

$585,000.00

$200.00

$

Plaza Paving Over Parking Structure - Water Street Level

133,000

SF

$7.40

$983,535.00

$8.00

$

Elevated Water Street Plaza Paving (Extension over River Rd.)

18,200

SF

$9.15

$166,530.00

$10.00

$

Elevated Water Street Plaza Structure (Extension over River Rd.)

1,026

CY

$600.00

$615,600.00

$1,000.00

$

Canopy/Shad Structure and Railings (Extension over River Rd.)

Site Preparation

Budgeted Unit Price Budgeted Total
$5,000.00
$25,000.00

Revised Estimate for EDA Grant
Jacobs St. Louis
Jacobs St. Louis
Unit Price
Estimate Total
$40,000.00 $
200,000 Includes minor soils remediation and utility realignments. No contaminated or hazardous waste removal considered.

Quantity
5

360,000 Asphalt road, 36' wide Incl. sub-base prep, sub-base, all courses, complete and in place (includes demo of existing)
600,000 Asphalt road, 36' wide Incl. sub-base prep, sub-base, all courses, complete and in place (includes demo of existing)
1,064,000 Assume 65% plain gray concrete, 35% "premium" pavements
182,000 Assume 50% plain gray concrete, 50% "premium" pavements
1,026,000 Assume 18 cols, 42" OD, 50 LF, plus 8" deck, 36" tall parapet, 8" thk (elevated concrete over a roadway)

18,200

SF

$20.00

$

364,000 Assume decorative railing both Sides and Shade structure over top

Lighting for Elevated Water Street Plaza Structure (Extension over River Rd.)

1

LS

$200,000.00

$200,000.00

$200,000.00

$

200,000 Includes colored accent, LED type lighting and safety lighting - BUDGET

Pedestrian Lighting

1

LS

$338,400.00

$338,400.00

$502,000.00

$

502,000 Assume 2 lines of poles, 50' OC, 2 lines of bollards, 30' OC for 1300 LF ($1000/bollard + $8,000/light)

Monuments / Icons / Sculptural Elements

10

EA

$10,000.00

$100,000.00

$10,000.00

$

100,000 Including lighting, structural base, installed

Wayfinding Elements

1

LS

$100,000.00

$100,000.00

$100,000.00

$

100,000 Directional and Informational, turnkey; along plaza and for 2 blcks into DT - BUDGET

Site Furniture - Benches

30

EA

$600.00

$18,000.00

$800.00

$

24,000 Custom motif included in powdercoated steel frame; recycled plastic seat - BUDGET

Site Furniture - Trash Receptacles

20

EA

$400.00

$8,000.00

$500.00

$

10,000 Custom motif included in powdercoated steel frame - BUDGET

Site Furniture - Drinking Fountains

4

EA

$300.00

$1,200.00

$500.00

$

Informational Kiosk

1

EA

$13,000.00

$13,000.00

$20,000.00

$

Landscape - Bed Areas
Landscape - Trees
Landscape - Irrigation
Structured Parking (Under Elevated Water Street Plaza)

15,420

SF

$5.00

$77,100.00

$5.00

$

151

EA

$630.00

$95,256.00

$750.00

$

$2.00

$

$12,500.00

$

15,420

SF

$1.50

$23,130.00

600

SPCS

$10,000.00

$6,000,000.00

Phase 2 Sub-total:
Escalation

$9,700,751.00
$

970,075

Total Estimated Cost $

10,670,826

30% Contingency

$3,201,247.83

Phase 2 Sub-total: $
Escalation

$

Total Estimated Cost $

2,000 Drain to SS; assume domestic water service available - BUDGET
20,000 A prefabricated, 4-sided kiosk, unmanned
77,100 Includes bed prep, planting, steel edging (no topsoil for bed areas)
113,400 Assume 50% palms, 30% large canopy trees, 20% small flowering trees - BUDGET
30,840 Assume spray heads for shrub areas, drip heads for trees
7,500,000 Assume 2 levels under Water Street Plaza - BUDGET (RS Means allows $18,100/car for above ground structure)
12,475,340
1,247,534 10% assumes 24 months from estimate through Midpoint of Construction
13,722,874

30% Contingency $

4,116,862

Construction Total, inc Contingency $

13,872,074

Construction Total, inc Contingency $

17,839,736

Design and Permitting (12%) $

1,164,090

Design and Permitting (12%) $

9% for Design, 3% for Permitting calculated on estimated amount without contingency. This uses the original
1,497,041 factor, but note that it appears to be high. Would expect 8% - 10%.

